2007 Chemistry Concentrators and Their Destinations as of May 2007

- Timothy Justin Brown [H]: (Dec. ’06) graduate studies in chemistry, Duke medical school, University of Dentistry and Medicine of New Jersey Research Associate, NIH
- Christina Pittella Carpenter [M]: masters program in chemistry, W&M
- Elizabeth Jane Cline [M]: graduate studies in chemistry, UNC-Chapel Hill pharmacy school, VCU
- Luke Michael Davis [M]: graduate studies in chemistry, UC-San Diego
- Kathryn Elizabeth deKrafft [M]: graduate studies in chemistry, UVA
- Amy Nicole Dembowski [H]: law school, UVA
- Emily Catherine Dugan [H]: undecided
- Andrew Charles Durfor [M]: graduate studies in chemistry, U Penn
- Andrea Lynn Emanuele [H]: graduate studies, Georgetown School of Pharmacology
- Chelsea Kerrigan Finch [φ]: medical school, Temple School of Podiatric Medicine
- Megan Ann Fikse [H]: medical school, UVA
- Christine Forgues [M]: medical school, UVA
- Caitlin Sarae Garwood [M]: graduate studies in pharmacy, VCU
- Robert Lorenza Green [H]: graduate studies in cellular and molecular biology, Duke (chem/psyc) Peace Corps Volunteer
- Emily Catherine Dugan [H]: graduate studies in chemistry, UNC Charlotte
- Harrison Danielle Johnson [H]: summer research in chemistry, W&M
- Matthew Hobson Jones [M]: medical school, Ohio State University College of Medicine
- Megan Elisa Kardine [H]: English teacher, Korean Language Institute; optometry school in 2008
- Jamie Leigh King [M]: (Dec. ’06) masters program in chemistry, W&M
- Molly Margaret Larson [M]: undecided
- Robert S. Lewis [M]: scribe, Sentara Community Hospital, then medical school, EVMS (2008)
- Maria Kathleen Happel [M]: medical school, U Colorado School of Medicine
- Katherine Anne Bugge Heller [H]: Materials Chemist I, Virginia Department of Transportation
- Natalie Paige Herrring [H]: intern at a vineyard/winery before graduate studies in enology, VPI&SU (2008)
- Maury Lynn Howell [H]: graduate studies in the School of Public Health and Health Services, GWU medical school, United States Uniformed Health Services (chem/math) mathematician, NAVSEA, Dahlgren Division
- Matthew Ryan Imm [M]: graduate studies in chemistry, U Texas at San Antonio
- Cory Arthur Messerschmidt [M]: undecided
- Harrison Danielle Johnson [H]: (chem/music) win the Miss South Carolina pageant and go on to Miss America graduate studies in biodefense, George Mason U
- Maury Lynn Howell [H]: teach high school chemistry
- Matthew Hobson Jones [M]: Head USA swim coach for the summer before job-hunting
- Anthony MacKenzie Owens [H]: Associate Chemist, Merck
dental school, U Penn
- Elizabeth Ann Pacheco [M]: work for a year before graduate school
- Stephanie Naomi Pearson [H]: Chemical Technician, CIBA Speciality Chemicals (bio/chem) graduate studies in biophysics, UC-San Francisco
- Anna Truluck Perry [H]: graduate studies in chemistry, U Washington
- Marion Eileen Preda [M]: (chem/intr) paralegal for Kirkland & Ellis before applying to graduate school (Dec. ’06) not reported
- Colleen Patricia Riesbeck [M]: masters program in chemistry, W&M, then medical school (2008)
- Marnie Rognlien [M]:
- Heather Elaine Stevenson [φ]:
- Natalie Marie Stinton [φ]:
- Daniel Boitnott Tice [M]:
- Monica Lynn Tremont [H]:
- Tristan Andrew Tronic [H]:
- Stacy Saithy Tse [H]:
- Melissa Ashley Winkler [M]:
- Alexander George Zestos [M]:
- Michael Alexander Stredney [M]:
- PBK: Monroe Scholar
- H: Honors in Chemistry